[Changes in the methylated sequences and molecular population of wheat DNA during germination].
The fractions of unique (Cot less than 405), moderately (Cot=0.13--405) and highly reiterated (Cot less than 0--0.13) sequences were isolated from DNA of wheat seeds and 3 day old seedlings, and GC content, amount of 5-methylcytosine and its distribution among various pyrimidine isostichs in the fractions isolated were studied. Different in Cot value DNA fractions from seeds or from seedlings are similar in GC content and in all other characteristics studied. Seed DNA differs from DNA of seedlings in the content of pyrimidine isostichs from the respective fractions of reiterated sequences. Pronounced differences in the amount of pyridmidine clusters with various base composition in the corresponding fractions of DNA from seeds and seedlings were found. These differences in the frequencies of respective pyrimidine clusters from DNA of seeds and seedlings may be considered as being a result of changes in the molecular population of wheat DNA on germination. The seed and seedling DNA differ significantly in the 5-methylcytosine content in the respective pyrimidine isostichs isolated from unique sequences. In the seedling DNA some other nucleotide sequences are to be methylated as compared to DNA of dormat seeds. Thus, on germination some changes occur in DNA methylation as well as in the genome organization.